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Abstract 

Architecting the distributed software applications is a complex 
design activity. The selection of a best design among number of 
design alternatives is an important activity. To satisfy various the 
stakeholders’ functional and non-functional requirements of a 
particular application, there is a need to take a number of 
decisions. This problem has become the multiple decision 
making problem. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), integer 
programming, goal programming have been used in the context. 
In this paper we are proposing a frame work for dealing multi 
objective functions called an integrated approach of AHP and 
GOAL programming for selection of Software Architecture. 
Key words: 
Software Architecture, Analytical Hierarchy Process, Design 
Alternatives, GOAL programming 

1.0 Introduction 

In general the software development organizations face the 
problem of selecting the best design from a group of 
designs alternatives. Architecting the systems like 
distributed software is a complex design activity. It 
involves making decisions about a number of inter-
dependent design choices that relate to a range of design 
concerns. Each decision requires selecting among a 
number of alternatives; each of which impacts differently 
on various quality attributes.  Additionally, there are 
usually a number of stakeholders participating in the 
decision-making process with different, often conflicting, 
quality goals, and project constraints, such as cost and 
schedule. [1]. 
 
The basic approach of Mathematical Programming Models 
is to optimize the objective function while simultaneously 
satisfying all the constraints equations that limit the 
activities of the decision-maker. The current trends of 
research is to formulate integrated models, as the 
justification of problems become more complex with the 
identification of seemingly unconnected factors ranging 
from the commitment of top management and managers’ 
perceptions towards automation to the strategic issues and 
production criteria such as quality, flexibility, etc. (2). 

Suresh and Kaparthi (3) have developed a procedure that 
combines a general mixed integer goal programming 
formulation with AHP to utilize both optimization and 
evaluation capabilities. A similar attempt has been made 
by Myint and Tabucanon (1994) [4] who effectively 
combined the GP and AHP methodologies for the 
machine selection problem. As a possible extension to 
these works on combining AHP and GP methodologies, 
an integrated AHP-GP model has been formulated for 
selection of  software architecture design alternatives. It 
formally treats the priorities in the decision hierarchy of 
AHP as penalty weights of the goal constraints. This 
model has been applied for justifying the choice of 
selecting software architecture design alternatives in the 
case of designing the software for distributed applications.  
In Architecture-based and Architecture-First Software 
system development a few or no artifacts exist at this stage, 
it is hard, often impossible, to thoroughly reason about the 
consequences of many design decisions.  Old methods 
evaluate and select among given coarse-grained SAs. [5, 6, 
7, 8].    

2.0 Related work 

2.1 Software Architecture Evaluation Techniques 

Software quality is the degree to which an application 
possesses the desired combination of quality attributes [9]. 
Software architecture evaluation has emerged as an 
important software quality assurance technique. The 
principle objective of evaluating architecture is to assess 
the potential of the chosen architecture to deliver a system 
capable of fulfilling required quality requirements. A 
number of methods, such as Architecture Tradeoff 
Analysis Method (ATAM) [10] and Architecture-Level 
Maintainability Analysis (ALMA) [11], have been 
developed to evaluate the quality related issues at the 
architecture level. The architecture design evaluation 
methods like Quality Attribute Workshop [12], Cost-
Benefit Analysis Method [6], Active Reviews for 
Intermediate Designs [13] and Attribute-Driven Design 
[14] includes a number of activities that logically belong to 
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different parts of the traditional SDLC [15].  Kazman et al. 
[6] propose the Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM) to 
quantify design decision in terms of cost benefit analysis. 
ATAM is a SA evaluation method, which itself needs a 
SA as an input to the evaluation process. Mikael et al. [16] 
developed a quantitative approach to support the 
comparison of candidate architectures using Analytical 
Hierarchy Process (AHP).  

2.2 The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a Multi Criteria 
Decision Making (MCDM) technique that represents a 
complex decision problem as a hierarchy with different 
levels.  Each level contains different elements with a 
relevant common characteristic. Using AHP, a cardinal 
measure of the importance or priority of each element in a 
level is obtained by pair-wise comparisons of all elements 
in that level. Each element in level serves as the basis for 
effecting pair-wise comparisons of the elements in the 
immediate lower level of the hierarchy. The final priorities 
of the elements in the lowest level (decision alternatives) 
are obtained using the principle of hierarchical 
composition.  These lead to the overall ranking of design 
alternatives. The general methodology of AHP is 
described in detail in Saaty (17) and Zahedi (18) have 
made detailed reviews of its various applications.  To 
determine the degree of quality requirements achieved in 
the  software, the assessment of software architecture for 
quality is to be conducted at various phases of the software 
development life cycle (SDLC)[19] [20]. So Software 
architecture is described as various collections of 
architectural decisions that satisfy stake holder’s choice of 
having multiple quality requirements [21]. Applying AHP 
in a standard manner can provide overall priority weights 
of design alternatives. All priority weights of design 
alternatives can be computed using the AHP standard 
technique. This technique takes into consideration all 
quality attributes, priority weights of design alternatives 
for individual quality attributes and priority weights 
among the quality attributes themselves [22]. In this paper, 
we propose Goal Programming (GP) techniques on results 
produced by the standard AHP for more precision in 
selecting the design alternative. These issues lead to an 
architecture better prepared for future change.  

3.0 Software Architecture Evaluation 

Architecture evaluation can be seen as a phase of 
the decision-making process. A decision-making process 
consists of the following activities: Problem identification; 
problem analysis and solution development; selection and 
evaluation. Though architecture evaluation focuses on 

selection and evaluation activities, it often covers solution 
development in an iterative process. Architecture 
evaluation allows us to forecast the optimum quality 
attributes by dealing with uncertainties in both subsequent 
implementation technology and changing requirements.  
Hence, we consider architecture evaluation to be a 
decision-making process which contains open-ended 
components.   

 

Most architecture evaluation methods conduct evaluation 
for individual quality attributes first and consolidate the 
results later. Attribute-specific evaluation requires 
reasoning models and expertise for the quality attribute in 
focus. Consolidation requires a decision making process 
for balancing tradeoffs and selecting the best candidates 
when quality requirements are conflicting. To facilitate the 
architectural design process, Tariq Al-Naeem et al [7] 
proposed a quantitative quality-driven approach that 
attempts to find the best possible fit between conflicting 
stakeholders’ quality goals, competing architectural 
concerns, and project constraints.  
 

Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) is a 
scenario-based architecture evaluation method.  ATAM is 
more suitable for initially identifying trade-offs than for 
resolving them. If business benefits are the immediate 
concern of a particular architecture evaluation session and 
response-utility function can be solicited, CBAM should 
be used after ATAM. If the main concern of a particular 
architecture evaluation session is the overall quality 
(including cost if desire) of the architecture, current 
normal practice of AHP can be applied.  On the other hand, 
it is possible to modify the current way of using AHP by 
associating weighted priority with its potential business 
benefits utility in the intermediate steps to enable business 
benefits interpretations of the final result. 

3.1 AHP as a decision making tool 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), as a critical decision 
making tool for several disciplines, has proved 
controversial [24]. In addition, AHP requires users to take 
a holistic view of the design alternatives while comparing 
them without taking into account the analysis and 
intermediate results leading up the alternatives. This tends 
to neglect the Solution Development stage in a decision 
making process so the implications of intermediate 
decisions and analysis are lost. Tradeoffs with a design 
alternative tend to be much less explicit. This holistic view 
may lead to situations where the final ranking hinges on 
sensitive and critical decisions of which users are not 
aware. Several attempts [5, 16, 7] have been made to 
incorporate AHP into architecture evaluation.
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Figure 3.1 A Framework for AHP Model 

Applying AHP in architecture evaluation is best 
formalized in Svahnberg et al [16]..  

3.2 Case study:  glass box project 

The following is the analysis and demonstration by Al-
Naeem et al [7] of the Glass Box Project.  
The Glass Box (GB) project [22] is a part of a multi-year, 
research program to generate new tools and technologies 
for information analysts. The GB itself is a production 
software system, which is deployed in the analyst’s 
working environment. There are approximately 15 
separate research projects funded by the overall program. 
The research projects are required to link their software 
into the GB environment, and demonstrate their 
capabilities in helping analysts to solve real problems. This 
requires instantaneous notification of the analyst’s actions, 
such as opening a document or performing a search. Also, 
in order to share knowledge generated from each research 

tool, there must be mechanisms for storing data generated 
from each tool and notifying other tools of its existence. 
The figure 3.2 shows the relation ship between GB 
application and various stakeholders involved. 
 The initial GB version was a 2-tier client-server 
system, utilizing a database, file store, and a set of tools to 
capture user activities when they access Web sites, 
document, and commenced and completed assignments. It 
ran standalone on each user workstations. Nightly scripts 
extracted the data from individual databases and emerged 
them into a central data store for periodic distribution to 
the Research Teams. Applying the principle of AHP on the 
Table 2.1(Chapter 5) the following design alternatives 
have been generated. The Table 2.2 shows the final results 
[7].  
 
 

 

Design Decisions Alternatives 

Architecture 
(ARCH) 

Event 
Notification 

(EVNT) 

Authentication 
(AUTH) 

Remote 
Access 

(RMAC) 

Support non-
windows 

platforms for 
API (HETR) 

THTJ THTD TWOT COABS
EVNT, AUTH, RMAK and API 
(HETR) alternatives 

SELECTION   OF    BEST     ALTERNATIVES BY USING 
AHP MODEL  

Modifiability Scalability Performance Cost Dev..Effort Portability Ease of Inst. 

Stakeholders’ Preference of Quality attributes 

Quality Attributes Support of the above designs 
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Figure 3.2 Glass Box stakeholders 

3.3 The supporting quality considerations 
during software architecture (SA) design 

Quality attributes are a central consideration during 
application design.  Bosch [25] proposes a method that 
explicitly considers quality attributes during the design 
process.  Hofmeister et al [26] describe a framework 
knows as global analysis to identify, accommodate, and 
describe architecturally significant factors including 
quality attributes early into the design phase.  Chung et al 
[27] provides a framework that considers each design 
decision based on its effects on the quality attribute space.  

4.0  Goal Programming 

Goal Programming is concerned where a decision maker 
needs to consider multiple criteria in arriving at the 
overall best decision. Goal programming is proposed for 
multi-objective optimization. We consider goal 
programming as a function of a reference point, either a 
reference point with maximal objective values or an 
aspiration reference point.  

4.1 Goal Programming Model 

Goal Programming (GP), with many practical 
applications, is the most popular of all multi object 
decision-making techniques [28]. GP is referred to as a 
quantitative decision-making tool that seeks feasible 
solutions that achieve a certain set of desired (but 
adjusted) goals as closely as possibly by minimizing or 
penalizing deviations from the goals (29, 30). Another 
characteristic of these problems is that the objectives are 
apparently non-commensurable [31].  Mathematically 
this problem can be represented as: 
Max [f1 (X), f2 (X)   …   fk(X)] 

Subject to:   gi(X)  ≤   0, (i = 1, 2… m) 
          
Where, X is an n-dimensional decision variable vector.  
Goal Programming is one of the important methods for 
MODM. This is categorized under “Methods for a Priori 
Articulation of Preference Information Given”. “A 
Priori” means the preference information is given to the 
problem consists of ‘n’ decision variables; m is 
constraints and k is objectives. Any or all of the 
functions may be non-linear analysis before one actually 
solves the problem [31]. 
Charnes & cooper originally proposed goal 
Programming in 1961. The technique has been expanded 
and popularized by the works of Ijiri, Lee in 1972, [29] 
and Ignizio in 1976. [30]  
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Figure 4.1 A Framework for Integrated approach to AHP-GP Model 

The model is flexible enough to handle conflicting 
objective situations wherein only underachievement or 
over-achievement of goal is penalized, and conditions 
where the decision maker seems to come as closely as 
possible to a desired target. GP requires the assignment of 
ordinal priorities to the respective goals with relative 
weights required by any goals placed on the same priority 
level. 

4.2 Goal Programming Formulation 

 The GP model has multi dimensional objective 
function that seeks to minimize certain selected absolute 
deviations from a stated set goals, usually within an 
additional set of given constraints. Each of the selected 
deviations in the GP objective carry ordinal priority 
weights so that goals are attained (or approached as nearly 
as possible) in strict order of priority. A preferred solution 
is then defined as the one that minimizes the deviations 

from the set goals. In general, the format of the GP 
problem can be stated as follows:  
 
Find   X   = (X1, X2………………        …. Xn) so as to 
  
Min    Z   = f (d+, d-) …………………    …… (1) 
Subject to  
A  X     =     B   + d+   - d-    ……………… ….(2) 
C  X    <=   D  …………………………… …..(3) 
X,   d+    ,   d-         =>     0  …………………. (4) 
Where,   X is the solution vector;  Equation (1) is the GP 
objective of the problem; Equation (2) states the original 
problems objectives, converted into goals by the inclusion 
of intentionally permissible deviations ( di

+ ,    di
- ) from 

RHS targets  (Bi);      i   = 1,    2…. ……., m   
Equation (3) shows the absolute constraints on the 
problem; F (di

+ , di
-) is a linear, prioritized function in of 

the permissible deviation variables from the associated 
objectives, In equation (2)  d+  is a vector of non-negative 

  

Modifiability Scalability Performance Cost Dev.Effort Portability Ease of Inst. 

THTJ THTD TWOT COABS
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variables that represent the permissible positive deviations 
from the associated objectives, in equation(2)  d- is a vector 
of non-negative variables, In equation(2);   B is a vector of 
RHS target values, of aspiration levels, associated with the 
objectives. In equation (3)  C is a matrix of resources 
consumption coefficients:  A is a matrix of activity 
coefficients;  D is the vector of RHS bounds on the 
absolute constraints. 
Quite often, the objective, Equation (1), takes the form: 
MIN  Z  =  {  P1 [ g1 [d1

+   ,  d1
-] ],  P2 [ g2 [d2

+ ,  d2
-] ], 

………………, Pi  [  gi [ di
+  ,  di

- ] ]  }  
 
 Where  gi[di

+  ,  d2
-],  is a linear function of the 

deviation variables P is the ordinal priority level associated 
with  gi [di

+  ,  d2
-],   i  <= m;   i.e., the number of ordinal 

priorities is equal to or less than the total number of 
objectives. 

4.3 Deviational Variables 

 In GP method ‘intentional’ from the numerically 
valued goals are allowed to occur. Deviations can be either 
positive, negative, or zero- valued movements away from 
goals. All variables are non-negative in a GP model.  This 
restriction can be circumvented by a simple transformation. 
For example, if [ di [>  or = or <] 0 ] is a deviation from a 
goal, the deviation may be replaced by  

 di  =  (di
+  -   dj

-) 
Where,           

(a) – α   <   di   < + α;  
(b) di

+   >=    0;    
(c) di

+   >=    0;  
(d) (di

+)  (dj
-) = 0; 

4.4 Achievement Function 

 The goal programming achievement function      
gi [ di

+,   di
- ] is a variable that is both under the control 

of the decision maker and one that can have an impact on 
the problem solution. All decision variables are assumed 
non-negative. 

4.5 Goal Programming For Alternative   
Designs 

 To be maximization of one of the required quality 
attribute, it seems logical that progress toward this global 
goal will be facilitated, if it is disintegrated into various 
sub-goals; the rational being that as the sub-goals are 
achieved, definite strides will be made in the direction of 
stakeholders’ requirements maximization.  
The general form of GP models is mathematically 
expressed as in (31): 

Minimize Z =   ∑
=

m

1i
W i

+ di
+   +    Wi- di

- 

Subject to:  ∑
=

m

i
a

1
ij  xj  -  di

+  +  di
-  =  gi  for all   i 

xj  , di
+ ,  di

- , Wi
+ ,  Wi

-   >=  0 for all i, j 
Where, Wi

+, Wj- = pre assigned weights representing 
relative, pre-emptive or Combined relative-pre-emptive 
importance of deviations. 

di
+  =  respective positive deviations(over-

achievement) from the goals: di
-  = respective negative 

deviations (under-achievement ) 
from the goals: 

aij   = technological coefficients  
xj    = decision variables, 
gi = goals 
di

+   and di
-  are given by the following 

equations; 
 

di
+  = 

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−+− ∑∑

==
jj

n

1j
ijjj

n

1j
ij gxagxa

2
1

 

 

di
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⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−−− ∑∑

==
jj

n

1j
ijjj

n

1j
ij gxagxa

2
1

 

    
There are at least two features of GP that need subjective 
inputs from decision makers:   Assigning numerical 
weights to the objectives, and  Fixing quantitative goals for 
the objective functions. 
 In addition, it is necessary to normalize the 
objective functions so that the deviations (di

+, di
-) from 

the goals are directly comparable. AHP has been employed 
by Gass (1986) [32] to enable decision makers to specify 
numerical weightages for the objectives; besides there have 
been other attempts to employ the Delphi technique and 
Conjoint analysis for this purpose. There is a need to use 
AHP in conjunction with GP so as to increase the 
applicability of both the methodologies for problems 
involving syncretic (i.e., both qualitative and quantitative) 
criteria. The following are some of the works that have 
used integrated AHP-GP models: (a) Ramanathan and 
Genesh (1995) [33] for energy resource allocation to urban 
households. (b) Greenberg and Nunamaker (1994) [34] for 
budgeting of public sector organizations. (c)  Benjamin et 
al. (1992) [35] for planning facilities at the university of 
Missouri-Rolla, (d) Khorramshahgol et al (1988) [36] for 
project evaluation and selection. 
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5.0 AHP-GP MODEL  

The integrated AHP-GP model has been employed to 
select the best architectural design alternative from a set of 
five alternatives for distributed applications. The Glass 
Box example specified the five major criteria, viz., ARCH, 
EVNT, AUTHN, JAVA and HETR as discussed in 
section 3.2 and [22][23][7] along with the corresponding 
sub-criteria.  
 
New technology often brings operational changes, viz., 
flexibility, improved quality, reduced inventory, reduced 
work-in-progress etc., which are frequently ignored in the 
appraisal process.  As technology justification involves 
active participation of different groups of specialists 
(stakeholders), it is absolutely necessary to have their 
preferences incorporated in the decision-making process. 
AHP serves as an efficient way of achieving this. The 
simple ranking of alternatives by using AHP will not 
adequate to completely assess the benefits of employing 
Architectures. A thorough analysis of the problem, by 
examining the levels of fulfillment of various goals (both 
economic and technical), is needed. GP is employed to deal 
with this situation. The integrated AHP-GP model 
provides an excellent means to combine design decisions 
with the choice of technological alternatives available.  
Data have been collect pertaining to the criteria identified 
in the Glass-Box project [7][37].  AHP has been used to set 
priorities among the nineteen(19) sub-criteria (belonging to 
the five major criteria) identified earlier. The stakeholders 
gave subjective value judgments[7], which were used, in 
the pair wise comparison matrices. The computational 
details of AHP have been provided for the levels 1 and 2   
in Tables 5.1 and 5. 2.  
The architecture (ARCH) criteria received the maximum 
priority followed by Event Notification (EVNT), Security 
(SECU) Authentication (AUTH), and HETR. The priority 
weights of the individual sub-criteria have also been 
indicated in Figure 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. These 
priority weights are then used as penalty weights while 
formulating the GP model. They have been converted into 
percentages before being employed as penalty weights. 
The complete GP formulation has been presented 
subsequently.  The utility and effectiveness of the 
integrated AHP-GP model for justifying the choice of 
Architectural design alternatives have been given in this 
case study. Integration of ARCH, SECUR, EVNT, AUTH, 
and HETR criteria which involve both quantitative and 
qualitative sub-criteria. A comprehensive analysis of the 
problem, by taking into account the ratings and opinions of 
different stakeholders involved in the project. 
Incorporation of multiple conflicting objects that do not 
necessarily have to be commensurable.  
 
 

5. 10  PREFERENCES OF STAKEHOLDERS ON ALTERNATIVE  
         DECISIONS    GLASS – BOX EXAMPLE 
 
 
Table 5.1 Weights of the different design decisions across a 10-point  
  weighting scale. 
 

Sl.No. Design Decision Preferences of 
Lead Architect 

1. Architecture  (ARCH)    10 

2. Event Notification (EVNT) 8 

3. Authentication (AUTH) 1 

4. Remote Access (RMAC) 4 

5. Supporting Non-Windows  
Platforms API(HETR) 

5 

 
 
 
Table 5.2   AHP WEIGHTS for Design Decision Alternatives 
 

Design Decision 
Alternatives 

Architecture 
(ARCH 

Event 
notification 

(EVNT) 

Authentica- 
tion 

(AUTH) 
 

Remote 
Access 

(RMAC) 

API 
(HETR) 

AHP 
WEIG
HTS 

Architecture 
(ARCH) 

 

1 
1.0000 

2 
2.0000 

9 
9.0000 

6 
6.0000 

5 
5.0000 

              
0.482 

Event 
notification 

(EVNT) 
 

½ 
0.5000 

1 
1.0000 

7 
7.0000 

4 
4.0000 

3 
3.0000 

              
0.287 

Authentication 
(AUTH) 

 

1/9 
0.1111 

1/7 
0.1428 

1 
1.0000 

1/3 
0.3333 

¼ 
0.25 

              
0.037 

Remote Access 
(RMAC) 

 

1/6 
0.1666 

¼ 
0.25 

3 
3.0000 

1 
1.0000 

1 
1.0000 

              
0.090 

API (HETR) 
 
 

1/5 
0.2000 

1/3 
0.3333 

4 
4.0000 

1 
1.0000 

1 
1.0000 

              
0.105 

 
  

 

 
Figure 5.2      AHP weights for   Design Decision Alternatives 

 
 
  

 
Figure 5. 3 AHP weights for   Architecture Decisions 
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ARCH 
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• THTJ  
      (0.314) 
 
• 0.1513 
• 15.13% 
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• P1 

• TWOT 
       (0.236) 
 
• 0.1137 
• 11.37% 
• Penalty 
• P3 

• COABS 
       (0.246) 
 
• 0.1185 
• 11.85% 
• Penalty 
• P4 

• THTD 
      (0.205) 
 
• 0.0988 
• 9.88% 
• Penalty  
• P2 

Level - 2 

Overall Priority 
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Figure 5.4   Event Generation alternatives 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.5 AHP weights for Authentication Alternatives 
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EVNT 
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      (0.258) 
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• P8 
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• 7.8% 
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Level - 2 

Overall Priority 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.6. Weights of REMOTE CRITERION decision alternatives 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.7 AHP weights for Non-Window API (HETR) 
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5.1 GOAL PROGRAMMING: Achievement Function 

ACHIEVEMENT FUNCTION: 

Maximize  
Z = P1 (d1

+ + d2
-) + P2 (d3

+ + d4 
-)     + P3 (d5

++ d6
-)  

+ P4  (d7
++d8

-)     + P5 (d9
+

 +d10 
-)     + P6 (d11

++ d12
-)    

+ P7  (d13
+ +d14 

-) + P8 (d15
+ + d16 

-)   + P9 (d17
++d18

-)  
+ P10 (d19

++ d20
-) + P11 (d21

++ d22
-)  + P12 (d23

++ d24
-)   

+ P13 (d25
++ d26

-) + P14 (d27
++ d28 

-) + P15 (d29
+ + d30 

-)  
+ P16 (d31

++ d32
-) + P17 (d33 

++ d34
-) + P18 (d35

++ d36 
-)  

+ P19 (d37
+ + d38 

-) 

OBJECTIVES: 

(a) ARCH – THTJ design alternative   (P1): 
      ∑   ji xi  -  dk

+  + dk
-   =  J 

       Where, 
ji   =  THTJ design alternative, 
xi = decision variable, 
dk = deviation variable 
J   = ARCH – THTJ design alternative goal to be 

achieved. 
(b) ARCH – THRD design alternative (P2): 
 ∑     di xi  

  -  d+
k  +  dk

-     =  D 
di =  THTD design alternative, 
D = ARCH – THTD design alternative goal to be 

achieved 
(c) ARCH – TWOT design alternative (P3): 
 ∑    ti xi    -   dk

+   + dk
- = T 

 ti  = THTD design alternative  
              T = ARCH-TWOT design alternative goal to be 

achieved. 
(d) ARCH – COABS design alternative (P4): 
 ∑    ci xi    -   dk

+   + dk
- =  C 

 ci  = COABS  design alternative  
C = ARCH-COABS design alternative goal  
      to be achieved. 

(e) EVNT – JMS design alternative (P5): 
 ∑    mi xi   -   dk

+  + dk
-  =   M 

 mi =  JMS  design alternative  
              M = EVNT-JMS design alternative goal 

        to be achieved 
(f) EVNT- MSMQ design alternative (P6): 
 ∑    qi xi    -   dk

+   + dk
-  =  Q 

 Qi = MSMQ design alternative  
  Q = EVNT-MSMQdesign alternative goal 
  to be achieved 
(g) EVNT – TRGR design alternative (P7): 
 ∑    gi  xi    -   dk

+   + dk
- =  G 

gi = TRGR design alternative  
               T= EVNT–TRGR design 
                    Alternative goal to be achieved 
(h) EVNT – COABS design alternative (P8): 
 ∑    bi xi   +  -   dk

+   + dk
- =  B 
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bi =  COABS design alternative  
B = EVNT – COABS design alternative  

                     goal to be achieved 
(i) AUTH-DB design alternative (P9): 
 ∑    ai  xi    -   dk

+   + dk
-  =  A 

ai   =  DB design alternative  
A = AUTH-DB design alternative goal to be 
achieved 

(j) AUTH –J2EE design alternative (P10): 
 ∑    ei xi   -   dk

+   + dk
-  =  E 

ei  =  J2EE design alternative  
E = AUTH –J2EE design alternative goal to be 

achieved 
(k) AUTH- .NET design alternative (P11): 
 ∑    ni  xi    -   dk

+    + dk
- =  N 

ni   = THTD design alternative  
N = AUTH- .NET design alternative goal to be 

achieved 
(l) AUTH – COABS design alternative (P12): 
 ∑    oi  xi   -   dk

+  + dk
-  =  O 

oi  =  COABS design alternative  
    T = AUTH – COABS design alternative goal to 

be achieved 
(m) REMOTE ACCESS- HTTP design alternative (P13): 
 ∑    hi  xi   -   dk

+   + dk
- =  H 

 hi  =  HTTP design alternative  
              H  =  REMOTE ACCESS- HTTP design 

alternative goal to be achieved 
(n) REMOTE ACCESS- WEBS design alternative (P14): 
 ∑    wi  xi    -   dk

+   + dk
- =   W 

 wi   =  WEBS design alternative  
 W   = REMOTE ACCESS- WEBS design 
                        alternative goal to be   achieved 
(o) REMOTE ACCESS- VPN design alternative (P15): 
 ∑    vi  xi    -   dk

+  + dk
-    =  V 

 vi   =  VPN design alternative  
              V = REMOTE ACCESS- VPN design alternative 

goal to be achieved 
(p) API(HETR)-JAVA  design alternative (P16): 
 ∑    ri  xi   -   dk

+  + dk
-    = R 

 ri   =  THTD design alternative  
 R = API(HETR)-JAVA  design alternative goal to 
be achieved 
(q) API (HETR)- BROW design alternative (P17): 
 ∑    ui  xi   -    dk

+  + dk
-    =  U 

 ui   =  THTD design alternative  
              U = API (HETR)- BROW design alternative goal 

to be achieved 
(r) API (HETR) - C-Prog. Lang.  Design alternative 

(P18): 
 ∑    li  xi    -   dk

+     + dk
- =  L 

 li   =   C-Prog. Lang design alternative  
                L = API (HETR) - C-Prog. Lang. design 

alternative goal to be achieved 

(s) API (HETR) - JAVA with THTS design alternative 
(P19): 

  ∑    zi  xi   -   dk
+  + dk

-   =  Z 
  zi   =  JAVA with THTS  design alternative  
               Z = API (HETR) - JAVA with THTS design 

alternative goal to be achieved. 

6.0 Conclusion 

  As technology justification involves active participation 
of different groups of specialists (stakeholders), it is 
absolutely necessary to have their preferences 
incorporated in the decision-making process. The 
integrated AHP-GP model provides an excellent means to 
combine design decisions with the choice of technological 
alternatives available.  Data have been collect pertaining 
to the criteria identified in the Glass-Box project.  The then 
stakeholders subjective value judgments, which were used, 
in the pair wise comparison matrices. The computational 
details of AHP have been provided for the levels 1 and 2   
in Table 5. 1 and 5.2. AHP-GP model formally treats the 
priorities in the decision hierarchy of AHP as penalty 
weights of the goal constraints. This model has been 
applied for justifying the choice of selecting software 
architecture design alternatives in the case of designing the 
software for distributed applications. These issues lead to 
an architecture better prepared for future change.  
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